
 
 

SK8 DEBUTS “CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE” 
 

TAYLOR GANG SINGER HERALDS UPCOMING PROJECT WITH SECOND 
ALT-ROCK JAM ARRIVING TODAY ALONGSIDE DANIEL KELLY-DIRECTED VISUAL 

 
WATCH “CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE” HERE 

[Directed By: Daniel Kelly] 

 
 

New York, NY – April 16, 2021 – Fast-rising Taylor Gang singer, SK8, is continuing his musical evolution 
into alternative rock with his new single, “Caught In The Middle” – LISTEN HERE.  Over an infectious guitar 
riff and trap-like drums, SK8 uses a nostalgia-tinged pop/punk chorus to describe feeling caught between 
wanting a relationship and wanting to pursue his dreams. 

 
“I’ve always known that I wanted to be a recording artist. I wanted the life that I’d seen my favorite 

musicians and bands live. I moved all the way from Omaha, Nebraska to achieve that dream and 
sometimes that dream pulls you in a direction that separates you from another thing you want in your 

life. ‘Caught In The Middle’ is about that constant push and pull and trying to find the balance in my 
personal life and music career.” 

-SK8 
 
“Caught In The Middle” arrives today alongside a dramatic visual directed by SK8’s frequent collaborator, 
Daniel Kelly – WATCH HERE. 
 
The new single and video from the Omaha, NE born, LA-based singer arrives after his first foray into alt-
rock with “Famous” featuring fellow ascending recording artist Tyla Yaweh, which also received an 
accompanying Daniel Kelly-directed visual. American Songwriter praised “Famous,” noting that, “SK8 
effortlessly blends hip-hop and punk into some newly evolved sound.” Additionally, Hot New Hip Hop 
hailed the song as a, “genre-melting experience.” 
 
“Caught In The Middle” is the second single from SK8’s upcoming project, arriving soon… 
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STREAM/DOWNLOAD “CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE” HERE 

 
DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 

 
+ WATCH SK8’S PREVIOUS MUSIC VIDEO FOR “FAMOUS (FEAT. TYLA YAWEH)” 

[Directed By: Daniel Kelly] 

 
 

*** 
 

ABOUT SK8: 
At 15, you could find SK8 in his room writing lyrics, and by his sophomore year, you could find him 
handing out CDs in high school. The 23-year-old moved to Los Angeles from Omaha, Nebraska and 
linked with the venerable Taylor Gang, first breaking into the mainstream with his gold-certified single, 
“Like That,” with Jack & Jack and opening for revered rap icons like Lil Wayne, 2 Chainz and Rae 
Sremmurd. SK8 began building a dedicated fanbase of dreamers who related to his message of seizing 
every moment long before his eventual move to LA. Shortly after founding his own imprint, Alignment, 
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and formally signing a joint venture with Atlantic Records via James McMillan’s ART@WAR, SK8 released 
his major label debut EP, sk8sounds, which was buttressed by the standout singles “Omme (Feat. Wiz 
Khalifa),” “XXX” and “Mood (Feat. YK Osiris).” Over a year later, SK8 turned a new page in his career with 
his first single of 2021, “Famous (Feat. Tyla Yaweh),” and its associated forthcoming project which finds 
the rising singer seamlessly blending punk/rock instrumentation with his hip-hop origins, the latest but 
not last development in SK8’s rapidly evolving artistry. 

PRESS PHOTOS: 
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